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Longwick-cum-Ilmer Neighbourhood Plan:
Community-led Visual Impact Assessment
1 The Neighbourhood Plan
The purpose of this report is to assess the visual impacts of the site allocations proposed within the
Longwick-cum-Ilmer Neighbourhood Plan from a key location within the Chilterns Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. The assessment has been undertaken by members of the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, and considers whether the proposed development sites in
Longwick village would have a visual impact, and what, if any, mitigation measures will be needed to
moderate these potential impacts.

2 Assessing Visual Impacts
The Parish of Longwick-cum-Ilmer lies close to the edge of the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) and north-west of the town of Princes Risborough. At its closest point near Askett
village, the Parish is within 350m of the AONB. However at the edge of the current settlement
boundary at the Thame Road/ Longwick Road/ Lower Icknield Way roundabout it is 2.5km (1.5 miles)
away.
The main criterion that has been used in this assessment is the extent to which views from the local
vantage point at Whiteleaf Cross Hill would be affected by new development in Longwick village.
Protecting the attractiveness of the view from this vantage point is an important concern to the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, making its members relevant assessors of what is visible today
as well as what may be visible in the future in the local landscape. The Steering Group comprises
local residents who are very familiar with the landscape within the Parish and around Princes
Risborough.
The Whiteleaf Cross Hill vantage point, from which it is possible to see Longwick village in its rural
setting, is within the nationally designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in the Chilterns. This
designation is for its landscape, natural and cultural heritage, and is intended to protect its special
qualities, in particular, the steep chalk escarpment and traditional ‘beech hanger’ woodland.
At the top of Whiteleaf Cross Hill is the chalk hill-figure of a cross and an ancient burial mound.
Whiteleaf Cross has dominated the local landscape for several centuries, becoming a cultural focus
associated with many aspects of local life. The full history of the chalk carving is unknown, but it was
first officially noted by Francis Wise in 1742, and the burial mound is Neolithic from 3700-3650 BC.
As a backdrop to the village (and Princes Risborough) on its south-eastern side, the Whiteleaf Cross
Hill chalk carving (and vantage point) is clearly visible from Longwick and for some considerable
distance across Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire. It is a very popular and easily accessible location
for views over the Vale of Aylesbury and Oxfordshire Plain, which therefore makes it an appropriate
point from which to consider the proposed development site allocations.
Longwick village lies within an area of undulating landscape which is crossed by local watercourses,
rail lines, and straight pre-Roman roads such as Lower Icknield Way and Thame Road/ Longwick
Road. It is surrounded by fields some of which now appear to be very large, with no hedgerows and
trees along what may have been historic subdivisions. Around and within the village the landscape
appears to be more heavily planted, with dense boundary planting and smaller fields.
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3 Potential Visual Impacts of Development
Recorded in annotated photographs, this assessment has looked at Longwick in the context of
Princes Risborough in the foreground to the AONB, and then in more detail at the village itself. The
first version of the Community-led Visual Impact Assessment (October 2015) has been updated to
reflect changes in the Plan’s preparation.
In the first photograph of the panoramic view from Whiteleaf Cross Hill over Princes Risborough,
Longwick is visible in the landscape towards the middle distance, and as it is seen from its southeastern side, it appears long and thin. The housing in the foreground is in Princes Risborough.
In the second image, Longwick is seen at closer range, with the key reference points noted along the
southern and eastern edges of the village – The Sportsman garage at the Thame Road/ Longwick
Road/ Lower Icknield Road roundabout; Longwick School; the rear of the Wheelwright Road houses;
and much further east, the location of the travelling showpeople’s land on Lower Icknield Way. The
development in the foreground is Princes Risborough, principally between Longwick Road and Mill
Lane.
In the third view, the main area of the village along Thame Road is shown at much closer range,
identifying Longwick school, The Sportsman garage, Briants wood yard (just north of site L3), and the
houses in Innkeepers Court just off Thame Road. It also clearly identifies Site L1 on the eastern side
of Thame Road leading around to Bar Lane, and Site L2 off Barn Road/ Boxer Road as visible in the
landscape today, as they are open fields. Sites L3 off Thame Road east of the Chestnut Way junction,
and L4a and b at Rose Farm are hidden by existing areas of trees and planting.
In the fourth image, the focus of the view is Rose Farm and the fields beyond it. The flat roof canopy
of the Sportsman garage is in the centre of the picture between two white houses, and the large
open fields with the electricity pylons behind lie that to the west of the railway line. Between these
two distinctive features lies site L2, and immediately above the Sportsman garage are the fields
which are north-west and south-west of site L4b at Rose Farm.

4 Potential Mitigation Measures
In order to consider potential mitigation measures, the six site allocations will be considered in turn:
 Site L1 on the eastern side of Thame Road leading around to Bar Lane: The land that is most
clearly visible is along the boundary with Bar Lane, where there is no boundary planting.
Development in this location would be conspicuous from Whiteleaf Cross, and hence the
AONB. New planting along the north-eastern and south-eastern boundaries of the site will
be required to mitigate against this change in the view of the village.
 Site L2 at Barn Road/ Boxer Road: This land is also clearly visible in the landscape even from
this vantage point which lies to the south east of Thame Road. The strong line of the railway
embankment is also a feature along this side of the village. New landscape planting will be
needed within the development layout and to the north-eastern edge in order to soften
views of new housing in the future.
 Site L3 at Thame Road east of the Chestnut Way junction: This is a field which is heavily
planted on its north-eastern and south-eastern sides, and so, providing this is retained,
appears to require no mitigation measures to be specified in the Plan.
 Site L4 at Rose Farm: These two sites are masked by existing and prominent areas of trees
and planting, and from this vantage point appear to require no mitigation measures to be
specified in the Plan. However, the fields that lie immediately to the south-west and northwest of Site 4b (Rose Farm South) are very visible in long distance views, and as they run
northward along the railway line increase in width and openness. It will be important to
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delineate a clear settlement boundary for Sites L4a and b to retain this rural and visible open
countryside, as part of Longwick’s rural setting.
Site L5 adjacent to Red House Farm: From the vantage point in the AONB, this site lies
beyond existing development, trees and planting in the northern end of the village, and so
appears to require no mitigation measures to be specified in the Plan.
Site L6 adjacent to Anderdons Farm: Although this small site is on the eastern and more
visible side of the village from the AONB, it is already well enclosed on all sides by existing
planting and lies far from the vantage point. It therefore appears to require no mitigation
measures to be specified in the Plan.

5 Summary and recommendations
Given the significance of the AONB and the prominence of Whiteleaf Cross Hill in the landscape, the
vantage point offered at Whiteleaf Cross is an appropriate location from which to review the
potential visual impacts of new site allocations.
This assessment also gives a clear indication of where development around the village would be
most significant visually, namely along the eastern side of the village, and the far western fields. The
strategy for the Neighbourhood Plan has been to identify infill sites which tuck into the village’s
existing linear structure, and therefore avoid the more open and visible rural areas.
The six sites in the Plan have been assessed in relation to views of the countryside and Longwick
village in particular, and by looking at close range, areas where mitigation measures are needed.
This will have a bearing on the designs of Sites L1 and L2 in particular, and recommendations have
been incorporated into the relevant policies.
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6 Appendix A: Photographs of Views
Information about composite panorama photographs taken 22 June 2015.

Information about wider photograph taken 19 September 2015, with local features shown.

Information about Longwick village and site allocations photograph taken 19 September 2015.
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Information about Longwick village and site allocations photograph taken 27 October 2016.
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View from Whiteleaf Cross Hill, showing panorama and Longwick village location.
Photograph taken 22 June 2015.
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View from Whiteleaf Cross Hill vantage point in Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, looking over Princes Risborough
towards Longwick village— visible local features annotated. Photograph taken 19 September 2015.
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View from Whiteleaf Cross Hill vantage point in Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, looking towards Longwick village
with the site allocations where visible Photograph taken 19 September 2015.
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View from Whiteleaf Cross Hill vantage point in Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, looking towards
Longwick village with the site allocations where visible Photograph taken 27 October 2016.

